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Precision Medicine
I

The top highest-grossing drugs in the US only help 1/25 to
1/4 patients.
[Sch15]

I

Differences in drug response are partially due to genetic
differences.

I

Adapt treatment to the (genetic) specificities of the patient.
E.g. Trastuzumab for HER2+ breast cancer.
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Big data!

2

Big data!
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4

From genotype to phenotype

Which genomic features explain the phenotype?
p = 105 – 107 genomic features
n = 103 – 105 samples
– 80 000 proteins;
– 10 million SNPs;
– 200 000 mRNA;
– 28 million CpG islands.
High-dimensional (large p), low sample size (small n) data.
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Genome-Wide Association Studies

I

I

Test each Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)
independently from the others.
Somewhat disappointing.
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Large p, small n simulation
Simulation: n=150, p=1000, 10 causal features (wj 6= 0).
p
X
y=
wj x j + 
j=1
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Association test recovers 1/10 causal features

8

Linear regression recovers 2/10 causal features

9

Molecular signatures stability
Stability (robustness): find similar answers on different data
sets linked to the same biological question.
I
I
I
I

First breast cancer survival signature: 456 genes. [Sør+01].
Second signature: 231 genes.
[VV+02]
Overlap: 17 genes.
About any group of 70 random genes has good predicting
performance.
[VDD11].
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Challenges

Statistical methods applied to more variables than samples
have limited
I

I

power
→ hard to find all relevant variables;
stability
→ models with good predictive power are hard to
interpret.
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Using structure to reduce dimension

12

Integrating prior knowledge with regularization
I

Regularization: constrain the problem.
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Example: Sparsity with the Lasso
I

Regularization: constrain the problem.
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Prior knowledge: relatively few features are relevant.
Lasso
[Tib94]
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Sparsity: many features are assigned a weight of 0.
They can be removed from the model.
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Lasso recovers 8/10 causal features + noise
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Integrating structured prior knowledge

Prior knowledge can be represented as structure:
– Linear structure of the DNA, with correlation patterns;
– Groups: e.g. pathways;
– Networks: molecular interaction, co-expression, 3D structure, etc.
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Network-guided biomarker discovery
I

I

Biological networks help understanding disease.
[Bar+12 ; Fur13 ; Cow+17]
Goal: Find a set of explanatory features compatible with a
given network structure.

C.-A. Azencott. Network-guided biomarker discovery. LNCS 2016
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Network-constrained lasso
I

ncLasso
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Graph Laplacian L makes w vary smoothly on the network.

if j = k
1
p
Ljk = −Wjk / dj dj if j ∼ k
0
otherwise.
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ncLasso recovers 10/10 causal features
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Network-regularized relevance
I

Regularized relevance Set V of p variables.
arg max R(S) −λ Ω(S) .
S⊆V

I
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Network-regularized relevance
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Can be solved efficiently as a mincut/maxflow problem.
SConES: Selecting Connected Explanatory SNPs.
20

SConES recovers 10/10 causal features
SConES
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Application to breast cancer (preliminary)
I
I
I

1 721 familial breast cancer cases, 1 419 controls.
No significant SNP in a classic GWAS.
SCoNES identifies 9 modules in 7 regions.
Region
Genes
2q35
DIRC3
3p24.1
NEK10
5p12
FGF10, MRPS30
7p21.3
TMEM106B
8q24.21
CASC8
10q26.13 FGFR2
16q12.1-2 CASC16, TOX3

Biological process
Positive regulation of MAP kinase activity
Transport
Apoptosis
Apoptosis, transcription

– Orange: Genes already associated to breast cancer risk.
– Blue: Genes associated to another cancer.
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SConES: Selecting Connected Explanatory SNPs
I

reduces the high dimensionality burden;

I

using biological networks;

I

is computationally efficient.

– C.-A. Azencott, D. Grimm, M. Sugiyama, Y. Kawahara and K. Borgwardt (2013) Efficient
network-guided multi-locus association mapping with graph cuts, Bioinformatics 29
(13), i171–i179 doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btt238.
– H. Climente, C.-A. Azencott (2017). martini: GWAS incorporating networks in R,
doi:10.18129/B9.bioc.martini.
Bioconductor/martini
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But what about p-values?
I

Do you really want a p-value?
I

I

I

What a p-value is: the probability to observe a value as extreme as the
one you obtain, under the null.
What a p-value is not: all-powerful magic, nor biological evidence.
“The p-value was never intended to be a substitute for scientific
reasoning.” [WL+16]

[Ioa05 ; Nuz14 ; Hea+15 ; Hol18]
Possible for the lasso, but computationally intensive.
I
I

R. Lockhart et al. A significance test for the lasso. AoS 2014.
J. Lee et al. Exact post-selection inference, with application to the lasso. AoS 2016.
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Using structure
to increase statistical power

25

Epistasis
I

Synergetic effects between genes

I

Map pairs of SNPs to the phenotype.
26

Search space
1012 – 1014 SNP pairs

Computational burden → use Graphical Processing Units
IC 1101 (largest known galaxy) – Hubble Space Telescope.
27

GBOOST

I

Qualitative phenotye:
Likelihood ratio test between:
p
– log 1−p
= β0 + β1 SNP1 + β2 SNP2 + β12 SNP1 × SNP2 and
p
= β0 + β1 SNP1 + β2 SNP2 .
– log 1−p

I

GPU-based BOOlean Screening and Testing [Yung et al. 2011].
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Targeted epistasis detection

I

Which of the SNPs X1 , X2 , . . . , Xp interact with the target
SNP Xt towards the phenotype Y ?
Y = µ(X) + Xt . δ(X) + 
| {z } | {z }
main effects

 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).

interactions

P
– Sparse model of δ(X) = j wj Xj .
– SNPs in epistasis with the target = j : wj 6= 0.
29

Modified outcome
Y = µ(X) + Xt . δ(X) + 
| {z } | {z }
main effects

interactions

+ sparse model of δ(X) =
I

 ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).

P

j

wj X j .

Modified outcome:

Ye = Y .

Xt
1 − Xt
−
P(Xt = 1|X) P(Xt = −1|X)

I

P
sparse model of Ye ∼ j wj Xj .

I

No need to model the main effects µ!


.

L. Tian et al. (2014). A simple method for estimating interactions between a treatment
and a large number of covariates. JASA 109, 1517–1532.
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Propensity scores P(Xt|X)
I

Linkage disequilibrium: correlation structure in the genome.

I

Xt 6⊥ X.

Ye = Y .

I

Xt
1 − Xt
−
P(Xt = 1|X) P(Xt = −1|X)


.

Need to model propensity scores P(Xt |X).
I

Hidden Markov Model:
– Hidden states: contiguous clusters of phased haplotypes;
– emission states: SNPs.
P. Scheet and M. Stephens (2006). A fast and flexible statistical model for
large-scale population genotype data, AJHG 78, 629–44.

I

P
Use Lasso to obtain a sparse model of Ye ∼ j wj Xj .
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Application to multiple sclerosis (preliminary)

I
I

Map: “Inhibition of remyelination in multiple sclerosis: regulation of
cytoskeleton proteins.”
Red: Target SNP is in on near the gene.
Orange: Target SNP is an eQTL for the gene.
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epiGWAS: Detecting epistasis with a target SNP.
I

searches for a sum of quadratic effects with the target SNP;

I

accounts for main effects without explicitly modeling them;

I

models linkage disequilibrium, which increases power.
L. Slim, C. Chatelain, C.-A. Azencott, J.-P. Vert. (2018) Novel methods for epistasis
detection in genome-wide association studies, BioRXiv.
CRAN/epiGWAS
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Looking ahead
I

Robustness/stability
Same features (or regions, pathways) selected consistently.
Stability selection is time consuming.

I

Complex interaction patterns
– SCoNES: additive effects.
– epiGWAS: a sum of quadratic interactions.
– Kernels:
H. Climente, C.-A. Azencott, S. Kaski and M. Yamada (2019). Block HSIC Lasso:
model-free biomarker detection for ultra-high dimensional data, ISMB 2019.
https://github.com/hclimente/nori and https://pypi.org/project/pyHSICLasso.

I

Statistical significance
– Post-selection inference:
L. Slim, C. Chatelain, C.-A. Azencott, J.-P. Vert (2019). kernelPSI: a Post-Selection
Inference Framework for Nonlinear Variable Selection, ICML 2019.
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/kernelPSI.
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Further challenges
I

Computational resources.

I

Data access:
– Data sovereignty.
– Data privacy: encryption; differential privacy.
– Experts may be uncomfortable sharing “their” data.

I

Nature of the data:
– Data are complex, incomplete, noisy, hard to label.
– Working with distributed data.
– Heterogeneous data: multiples sources and populations.

35

Further challenges
I

Balance between model predictivity and interpretability.

I

Multi-modality:
Multiple type of omics data, time series, text, images, and more.

I

Legal and ethical concerns:
– Clinical validation.
– Regulation of approval to enter the market.
– Responsibility.

I

Adoption: integration to existing workflows.
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Advertisement
I

I am recruiting a postdoc to work on my ANR JCJC SCAPHE
Methods for discovering SNPs Combinations Associated with a
PHEnotype from genome-wide data.

http://cbio.mines-paristech.fr/open-positions

I

Formations en machine learning :
– Parcours Data Scientist et Ingénieur Machine
Learning sur OpenClassrooms.
– Introduction au Machine Learning chez Dunod.
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◦ CBIO: Héctor Climente González, Lotfi Slim, Jean-Philippe Vert (Google Brain).
◦ U900 Epidemio: Nadine Andrieu, Fabienne Lesueur.
◦ MPI Tübingen:
Empirical Inference: Lawrence Cayton (Apple), Bernhardt Schölkopf.
Former MLCB: Karsten Borgwardt (ETH Zürich), Dominik Grimm (Weihenstephan),
Mahito Sugiyama (National Institute of Informatics, Japan).
◦ MPI of Psychiatry, Münich: André Altmann (UCL),
Nazanin Karbalai, now Mirza-Schreiber (Helmholtz Zentrum, Münich),
Tony Kam-Thong (Roche), Bertram Müller-Myhsok, Benno Pütz.
◦ Aalto University: Samuel Kaski.
◦ RIKEN AIP: Yoshinobu Kawahara,
Makoto Yamada.
◦ Sanofi: Clément Chatelain.
source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/wwworks/
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Minimum cut reformulation
The graph-regularized maximization of score Q(∗) is equivalent to a s/t-min-cut for a
graph with adjacency matrix A and two additional nodes s and t, where Aij = λWij
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p and the weights of the edges adjacent to nodes s and t are defined as


ci − η if ci > η
η − ci if ci < η
Asi =
and Ait =
0
otherwise
0
otherwise .

SConES: Selecting Connected Explanatory SNPs.
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